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Business Succession Options 

Overview 

The purpose of business succession planning is to make sure that if an owner is not there to run the company, the company 
itself and the owner’s family can move forward successfully.  

 
Ownership transition can be difficult and is not something that many business owners like to consider.  However, as 
outlined below all businesses will inevitably be transferred, either voluntary or involuntary.   
 

Partial Sale/Transfer Total Sale/Transfer 

Voluntary Transfer 

ESOP (employee stock ownership plan) 
Outside Investor(s) 
Sales to Insiders/Relatives 
Combination Merger/Cash Out 
Going Public 
Gifting Programs 
Buy-Sell Agreements 

Sale of Business 
Stock-for-Stock Exchange with Public Company 
Stock Cash Sale to Public Company 
Installment Sale to Relatives/Insiders 
ESOP/Management Buyout 
Liquidation 
Buy-Sell Agreements 

Involuntary Transfer 

Death 
Divorce 
Forced Restructuring 
Shareholder Disputes 
Buy-Sell Agreements 

Death 
Divorce 
Forced Restructuring 
Bankruptcy 
Shareholder Disputes 
Liquidation 
Buy-Sell Agreements 

 
When beginning the succession planning process, the owner should first identify and prioritize the goals of succession, as 
well as the desired timeline for transitioning the business. For example, is the driving force to liquidate and have as much 
money in the bank as possible, or is it more important to ensure that the legacy of the company lives on, and/or to make 
sure that the employees are well taken care of? How long does the owner want to stay involved with the business after 
the transition? Is the owner willing to finance any part of the sale? How long is the owner willing to wait to collect the 
payments? Are there other owners, family members, or key employees to consider? Exploring these types of questions 
can help determine the alternatives the owner should consider for succession strategies. 

Business Transition Options 

An owner should be informed of the choices available regarding succession strategies before deciding on any one 
particular approach. Not every alternative is always available to every owner. The most common strategies include: 
 
 Selling to an external third party 
 Selling to one or more existing owners 
 Bringing in a new owner with the goal of selling or transitioning the business to that person 
 Selling or transitioning to one or more family members 
 Selling or transitioning to one or more key employees 
 Establishing a company ESOP 
 Taking the firm public 
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The table below may assist in narrowing down your transition options, depending on your personal and business 
goals and objectives.  
 

Lifetime gifts Bequest Lifetime sale Estate sale Buy-sell agreement 

If you want to: 
Sell your 
business 
interest 

Not applicable, 
other than 
potential minority 
interest gifts to 
heirs later followed 
by a third party 
sale 

Not 
appropriate 

You may be 
able to sell 
your business 
outright-but 
there is no 
guarantee  

Your estate may 
be able to sell 
your business 
outright-but there 
is no guarantee  

Buy-sell agreement 
can be used to 
guarantee the sale of 
your business  

If you want to: 
Give business 
to your children 

You can control 
the timing and size 
of the gifts  

You control 
the size of the 
gift through 
your will  

Not 
appropriate 

Not appropriate Not appropriate 

If you want to: 
Sell business to 
your children 

Can be used in 
conjunction with 
sale 

Not 
appropriate 

You can 
control timing 
of sale-but sale 
is not 
guaranteed  

Your child could 
buy from your 
estate-but sale is 
not guaranteed  

Buy-sell can be used 
to guarantee your 
child's option to buy 
your interest  

If you want to: 
Minimize value 
of your estate 

Can be used to 
reduce the value of 
your estate and 
maximize gift tax 
exclusion  

Will not 
minimize 
value of your 
estate 

You can 
control timing 
of sale-but sale 
is not 
guaranteed  

Value of business 
must be included 
in your estate  

Value of business 
must be included in 
your estate, but the 
buy-sell can help 
establish that value  

Considerations for Co-Owners 

If there are two or more owners, consider the following points: 
 Is there a buy-sell agreement in place? 
 Has the succession plan been communicated to senior management? 
 Would an owner’s death jeopardize the company’s ability to secure or maintain financing arrangements? 
 Are the plans for disposing of interests in the event of an owner’s premature death coordinated with the plans for 

exiting the business during their lifetime? 
 Is business continuity insurance in place? 
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Considerations for Sole Owners 

In the case of a company with a single owner, consider the following: 
 Is there a written plan for the business if something unexpected happens to the owner? 
 Has a person been identified who can operate the business in the owner’s absence? 
 Has a person been identified who can manage the company’s finances in the owner’s absence? 
 Would the owner’s divorce, disability, or death jeopardize the company’s ability to secure or maintain financing 

agreements? 
 Are the plans for disposing of interests in the event of the owner’s premature death coordinated with the plans for 

exiting the business during his or her lifetime? 
 Is there a written strategy or plan to retain employees critical to the operation of the business in the event of the 

owner’s death or disability?  

Impact on Financial Independence 

As a business owner, it is critical to incorporate succession planning into both business strategy and personal 
wealth planning.  When considering business continuity options, owners should determine the impact that 
various strategies may have on their personal financial independence.  For example, how much liquidity is 
needed to maintain one’s lifestyle through retirement?  Is the owner’s family adequately provided for in the 
event of disability or death prior to retirement?   

 
We can assist with evaluating these and other considerations as the business succession planning process evolves.   

 
Disclosure: This material is for informational purposes only and is not intended to serve as a substitute for personalized investment advice or as a 
recommendation or solicitation of any particular security, strategy or investment product. Diversification cannot assure profit or guarantee against 
loss. There is no guarantee that any investment will achieve its objectives, generate positive returns, or avoid losses. Sequoia Financial Advisors, 
LLC makes no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy, reliability, or utility of information obtained from third-parties. Certain 
assumptions may have been made by these sources in compiling such information, and changes to assumptions may have material impact on the 
information presented in these materials. Sequoia Financial Advisors, LLC does not provide tax or legal advice.  Information about Sequoia can be 
found within Part 2A of the firm's Form ADV, which is available at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/117756 


